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PRE55 RELEASE FROM THE PREMIER, MR. DUN5TAN. 
GENERAL MDT0R5-H0LDEIM. 16.12.74 
I deplore - and am dismayed by - the action of General Motors-
Holden's announced by Mr. Martin. 
The result of the Federal Government's investigation of the 
car industry was better than the industry itself had asked for. 
It applauded those decisions as it did the support given to it 
by the South Australian Government in presenting its case. 
I have been assured by the Minister of Manufacturing Industry 
(Mr. Enderby) that checks by his officers on the arrangements 
by Japanese manufacturers wiJL.produce a marked reduction in the 
import of vehicles to this country. 
The practical effects sought by G.M.H. in import restriction 
will be achieved. 
Since this should be apparent next month, the decision by so larg 
an organisation as G.M.H. to lay off so many workers at the end 
of January is utterly insupportable. 
I fully agree with Mr. Enderby that it is cruel, insensitive and 
arrogant. 
It will undo all the effort that has been made to improve 
-relations between the Government, unions and management 
over a considerable period. 
Workers in the industry cannot be treated as just so much raw 
material. They are people - people with commitments and with 
families to support. They must be treated as such. 
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